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Abstract—Collaborative online social media (CSM) applica-
tions such as Wikipedia have not only revolutionized the World
Wide Web, but they also have had a hugely positive effect
on modern free societies. Unfortunately, Wikipedia has also
become target to a wide-variety of vandalism attacks. Most
existing vandalism detection techniques rely upon simple textual
features such as existence of abusive language or spammy words.
These techniques are ineffective against sophisticated vandal
edits, which often do not contain the tell-tale markers associated
with vandalism. In this paper, we argue for a context-aware
approach for vandalism detection. This paper proposes a content-
context-aware vandalism detection framework. The main idea is
to quantify how well the words contained in the edit fit into the
topic and the existing content of the Wikipedia article. We present
two novel metrics, called WWW co-occurrence probability and
top-ranked co-occurrence probability for this purpose. We also
develop efficient mechanisms for evaluating these two metrics,
and machine learning-based schemes that utilize these metrics.
The paper presents a range of experiments to demonstrate the
effectiveness of the proposed approach.

Keywords—Collaborative online social media, vandalism detec-
tion, content-context, WWW co-occurrence probability, top-ranked
co-occurrence probability

I. I NTRODUCTION

Collaborative online social media applications (a.k.a social
information systems) such as Wikipedia are radically trans-
forming the World Wide Web (WWW). These applications
have elevated the end-users from being passive consumers
of information to ones that actively participate in generation,
organization and propagation of information on the web. By
facilitating democratization of informationandcollective intel-
ligence, collaborative online social media (CSM) applications
have had a hugely positive impact on modern free societies.
End-user anonymity and low barrier for information sharing
are among the prominent features that have made Wikipedia
and other CSM applications widely popular.

Considering the increasingly important role that Wikipedia
is playing in the modern world, it is important to ensure the
trustworthiness of the information that gets shared on it. Unfor-
tunately, the very foundational features of Wikipedia namely
end-user anonymity and low information sharing barrier have
made it susceptible to a variety ofvandalism attacks. These
include injection of false information into Wikipedia articles,
removal of legitimate information from articles, and spamming
(for commercial, ideological or other purposes). Studies show

that around 5% of Wikipedia edits involve vandalism. Some of
these edits were not rectified for several hours (in some, albeit
infrequent, cases even days). In addition to exposing false
information to Wikipedia users, vandalism has the potential to
inflict wider damage. It can cause progressive degradation of
quality of information [1] which can lead to frustration among
honest contributors, some of whom may loose interest in
contributing content and participating in Wikipedia activities.
More importantly, vandalism can create social tensions and
may even lead to violence in certain regions of the world. Thus,
it is important to develop effective techniques for detecting
vandalism in Wikipedia as well as other CSM applications.

Most existing works in this area focus on utilizing sim-
ple textual features for identifying vandalism. They work
by considering whether an edit contains features that have
statistically high likelihood of being associated with vandalism.
Examples of such features include abusive/obscene words,
spammy words/phrases (e.g., Viagra, Gucci watches), and
certain URLs. These simple approaches, however, have had
limited success in combating sophisticated vandal edits often
referred to aselusive vandalism[2]. These type of vandal
attacks are not likely to contain the tell-tale textual features
associated with vandalism, and hence they evade common
vandalism filters. Studies have shown that elusive vandalism
is a growing problem .

This paper argues for acontext-aware approachfor de-
tecting vandalism in Wikipedia. The main motivation for
considering context is our important observation that the edits
in Wikipedia and other CSM applications are not isolated
pieces of text. Rather, they happen in a specificcontext. This is
in fact a key feature of Wikipedia, and hence it can be highly
effective in detecting vandalism. The context of a Wikipedia
edit can have multiple distinct aspects such as the relationship
of the edit to the article, whether the edit was performed by
a registered or an unregistered user, the identity (or the IP
address) of the user performing the edit, and the geographical
location from where the edit was performed. The challenge
however lies in designing vandalism detection techniques that
can effectively harness these various contextual attributes.

In this paper, we focus on a specific aspect of context,
namely, the relationship between an incoming edit and the
Wikipedia article at a syntactic level. We refer to this as
content-context. In a nutshell the main idea is to check how
well the words contained in the edit fit into the topic and
the existing content of the Wikipedia article. Intuitively, if the
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Fig. 1: Screencapture of Vandalism on the Wiki Page of Liberalism (Edit submitted at June 5, 2010)

words contained in the edit are unrelated to the topic and the
current content of the Wikipedia article, it is a strong indicator
of vandalism.

The technical contributions of this paper are three fold.

• We present two unique content-based metrics for
quantifying how compatible an edit is with the context
of a Wikipedia article. The first metric, calledWWW
co-occurrence probabilityquantifies how often the
words in the edit and words in the document appear
together (i.e., in the same document) in the corpus
of World Wide Web (WWW) documents. The second
metric, calledtop-ranked co-occurrence probabilityis
based upon a similar theme, but the corpus is limited
to top-ranked (hence, presumably high-quality) WWW
documents.

• We develop efficient mechanisms for computing the
above metrics, and machine learning-based vandalism
detection techniques that utilize these metrics.

• We present a detailed experimental study evaluating
the accuracy of the proposed content-context-centric
classifiers over the Wikipedia vandalism PAN corpus
and using automatic labeling strategy.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
discusses background material on Wikipedia vandalism, and
motivates the need for context-based approaches for vandalism
detection. In Section III, we discuss our two content-context-
centric vandalism detection techniques. Section IV presents
our experimental evaluation. In Section V, we review related
works and conclude the paper in Section VI.

II. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

Wikipedia itself defines vandalism “as an act that is inten-
tionally disruptive” [3]. It can also be defined as a deliberate
act aimed at lowering the quality of information on Wikipedia.

Vandalism may involve addition of false information (including
unverifiable rumors), injection of abusive/obscene material,
removal of legitimate information and spamming. While van-
dalism can appear in any Wikipedia page, articles pertaining
to controversial topics and personalities are likely to be the
targets of a large fraction of vandal edits.

Persistent vandalism has forced Wikipedia to modify its
open edit policy - several levels ofprotectionshave been
introduced to prevent vandalism. For example, semi-protection
prevents the page from being edited by unregistered users
(and users whose accounts are yet to be confirmed), while
full-protectedpages can only be edited by Wikipedia admin-
istrators. Introducing protection levels, in some sense, runs
contrary to the open-edit policy of Wikipedia. Thus, it is
evident that vandalism has affected the fundamental philosophy
of information democratization.

Injection of abusive and obscene materials and spamming
were among the earliest forms of vandalism. Even now, they
constitute a substantial percentage of vandal edits. Thus,it is
not surprising that the earliest works on vandalism detection
were based upon identifying and utilizing textual features
that have high likelihood of being associated with vandalism.
However, vandal attacks are increasingly becoming subtle.
These sophisticated attacks, called aselusive vandalism, often
do not contain the textual features associated with vandalism.
For example, they may not have any abusive/obscene words
even when the intent is to belittle the topic of a Wikipedia
article.

For example, Fig. 1 shows the Wikipedia page of “Liberal-
ism” as it appeared on 06/05/2010 at 11:05 GMT. The version
shown in the figure was the result of a vandal attack that intro-
duced the sentence “Liberalism is the belief in the importance
of big daddy government”. Similarly, on 02/23/2010 at 15:49
GMT, the Wikipedia page on Geriatrics was vandalized by
changing a section heading from “Differences between adult
and geriatric medicine” to “Differences between adult and
mongoose medicine”. Notice that although both of them are



obvious cases of vandalism neither of them contain explicit
features associated with vandalism. The words “importance”,
“big daddy”, “government” or “mongoose” are neither abusive
nor spammy. Thus, traditional vandalism filters fail in these
and such other instances.

A. Why Consider Context?

One of the central limitations of traditional vandalism
detection techniques is that most of them treat edits as in-
dependent and isolated pieces of texts. Because of this, most
of them just focus on the text that appears in the edit. However,
edits in Wikipedia are not isolated pieces of text. They occur in
certaincontext, and and hence the contextual attributes are an
integral part of an edit’s characteristics. For instance, an edit
occurs on a certain version of an article. Thus, the edit cannot
be completely characterized without including the contentof
the article at the time the edit occurred. In fact, the edit may
become meaningless if it were to be performed on a different
article or a different version of the same article.

In addition to article and version, an edit carries with
it several other powerful contextual attributes. These include
the identity (or lack thereof) of the user performing the
edit, the previous history of edits performed by the user,
the geographical location from where the edit originated,
and the time at which the edit was performed. Many of
these contextual attributes can be very powerful features in
identifying vandalism. The importance of context is evident
by the fact that even humans (implicitly) rely upon context
when identifying vandalism. For example, most humans will
immediately identify an edit containing the word “Nazi” as
vandalism if the edit is on, say, President Obama’s Wikipedia
page, whereas they will not classify the same edit as vandalism
if it is on Goebbels’ page. The human is implicitly relying on
whether the edit fits into the overall context of the article to
determine whether it is vandalism.

There are many challenges to utilizing context for vandal-
ism detection. First, we need to identify contextual attributes
that have strong distinguishing capabilities. Second, context
is often an abstract concept, and for machines to understand
and process it, context has to be madequantifiable. This
means that we have to not only invent meaningful metrics
for various contextual attributes, but also devise measurement
mechanisms. Third, we need to design efficient and scalable
vandalism detection techniques that utilize these quantifiable
contextual attributes.

In this paper, we focus on a specific type of context that
we refer to ascontent-context. We discuss our strategies to
address the above challenges with respect to content-context,
and we present machine-learning-based vandalism detection
techniques that utilize content-context.

III. C ONTENT-CONTEXT-CENTRIC VANDALISM
DETECTION

At a very high level, our idea is to analyzehow well
the content of an incoming edit fits into the context of the
existing version (i.e., existing content) of the document.Let
D represent the current version of a Wikipedia document and
let E represent an incoming edit onD. The idea is to check
how well the content being introduced byE gels with content

existing inD. The central observation is that if the editE is
legitimate (non-vandal), the content ofE will fit well into the
content ofD, and vice-versa. For example, consider the edit
that contains the following sentence: “He was a close associate
of Adolf Hitler”. Note that this edit fits well into the context of
Goebbels’ Wikipedia page because the page is likely to contain
quite a bit of material about Nazism and the Third Reich. Also
note that this edit will be legitimate (non-vandal). On the other
hand, if the same edit were to happen on President Obama’s
Wikipedia page, it will certainly be out of context (because
the page will not contain any material that is even remotely
connected with Nazism), and it will be readily recognized as
vandalism by humans. The challenge, however, is to devise a
precise metric for measuring the extent to which the content
of an incoming edit fits into the context of the existing article.

Contextual analysis can be performed at various levels of
textual understanding. For instance, one can adoptlanguage-
based analysiswhich is based uponnatural language under-
standing (NLU). However, NLU is one of theAI-complete
problems[4], and hence impractical. In this paper, we adopt
a bag-of-wordsapproach in which the contexts of the edit
as well as the version on which the edit is performed are
captured as sets of respective keywords and phrases. In other
words, we analyze how well the keywords of the edit fit with
the keywords of the exiting Wikipedia page. For performing
the analysis, our strategy does not understand or rely upon
the word meanings. Instead, it uses statistics regarding co-
occurrence of words in documents to determine whether a
particular edit is vandalism. We propose two metrics in thisre-
gard namely,WWW co-occurrence probabilityand top-ranked
co-occurrence probability.

A. WWW co-occurrence Probability Metric

The overall idea here is to measure the likelihood of the
keywords of an incoming edit and the keywords of the existing
version of the document occurring together (in the same docu-
ment) in the World Wide Web (WWW) corpus of documents.
The rationale is that if an incoming edit (represented asE) fits
well into the context of the existing version of the Wikipedia
page (represented asD), then the keywords ofE and D
should occur together in a non-negligible fraction of WWW
documents.

Let W (D) = {wd1, wd2, . . . , wdn} be the set of keywords
in the current (non-vandalized) version of the document. (i.e.,
W (D) is the current context of the documentD) andW (E) =
{we1, we2, . . . , wen} denote the set of words that the editE is
seeking to introduce in the next version of the document (i.e.,
W (E) is the edit’s context). The co-occurrence probability of
the arbitrary keyword pair(wei, wdj) is defined as the ratio
of the probability that bothwei andwdj occur in an arbitrary
WWW document to the ratio that at least one of them occurs
in a WWW document. Mathematically,

CoP (wei, wdj) =
P (wei ∈ DC ∧ wdj ∈ DC)

P (wei ∈ DC ∨ wdj ∈ DC)
(1)

In the above equation,DC denotes an arbitrary WWW
document. The denominator in Equation 1 is a normalization
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term that has been introduced to account for the popularity
variations among keywords.

The WWW co-occurrence probability is defined as the
minimum of the CoPs over all the edit-document keyword
pairs.

WCoP (E, D) = argmin
wei∈W (E),wdj∈W (D)

(CoP (wei, wdj)) (2)

The reason we use argmin in Equation 2 is that an edit
can have only a single vandal word/phrase (i.e., all other
words of the edit may be completely legitimate). Thus, we are
interested in the contextual fitness (measured by CoP) of the
least contextually appropriate word among all the keywordsof
the edit.

In order to validate the distinguishing capabilities of the
WWW co-occurrence probability in detecting vandalism, we
report the results from a small experiment. We have chosen
4 Wikipedia pages, namely “Badminton”, “ Barack Obama”,
“Christmas” and “ Javascript”. For each page we have ran-
domly chosen 1000 edits that are known (human-validated)
cases of vandalism and 1000 edits that are known to be
legitimate. For each edit, we have computed the WCoP value
between the edit and version that was existing before the edit
happened. In Fig. 2, we plot the average WCoP values for the
1000 vandal and the 1000 legitimate edits for each page. The
results indicate that the average WCoP values of non-vandal
edits are 1.7 to 4 times higher than the corresponding valuesfor
vandal edits. This shows that WWW co-occurrence probability
can be a powerful factor in distinguishing vandal edits from
non-vandal ones.

Efficient Estimation Technique:

We need an efficient mechanism for computing the WWW
co-occurrence probability metric. The central issue here is to
estimate the CoP between variouswei-wdj keyword pairs. Our
technique for estimating the CoP values works as follows.

Our technique relies upon a popular search engine for
estimating the CoP values (we use “Bing” in our experiments).
Suppose we want to estimateCoP (wei, wdj). We first issue a
search query for documents containing bothwei andwej (i.e,
the search query will bewei + wdj ). Most search engines
indicate an estimate on the number of search results (the
number of web documents containing both terms). Let the
number of search results containing bothwei and wdj be
represented asNb. We also issue queries for documents that
exclusively contain each one of the search terms. In other
words, we search forwei - wdj andwdj - wei. Let Nei and
Nbj be the estimates on the number of search results for these
two queries respectively. NowCoP (wei, wdj) is estimated as

Nb
(Nei+Nej+NB) .

An associated problem in computing the WWW co-
occurrence probability metric is that the keyword set cor-
responding to the current version of the document (W (D))
is typically quite large. While edits usually contain a few
keywords and phrases, document versions can be quite large.
Thus computing CoP values for each edit-document keyword
pair becomes prohibitively expensive. This overhead can be
alleviated by limitingW (D) to the keywords in the title of the
article and its introductory paragraphs. In our experiments (see
Section IV), we limitW (D) to the keywords in the document’s
title.

B. Top Ranked Co-occurrence Probability Metric

Our second content-based contextual analysis metric, called
the top ranked co-occurrence probability metric is thematically
similar to the WWW co-occurrence probability metric. The
key difference however, is that instead of using the entire
WWW document corpus, this metric uses only the top-ranked
WWW documents (as determined by a popular search engine).
The rationale for using the top-ranked documents is that these
documents are typically perceived to reliable and trustworthy
information sources.

The formal definition of top ranked co-occurrence proba-
bility metric is analogous to that of the WWW co-occurrence
probability except that the corpus is limited to top-ranked
web documents. In the interest of brevity, we do not provide
the formal definition here. Instead, we focus on the tech-
nique to estimate the top ranked co-occurrence probability.
Suppose we want to estimate the top ranked co-occurrence
between the edit-document keyword pairwei and wdj . We
issue separate search queries forwei andwej . Let TrK(wei)
and TrK(wdj) denote the top K search results forwei

and wej (K is a configurable parameter). The top K co-
occurrence probability of the keywordswei andwdj is defined

as TrCoPK(wei, wdj) =
|TrK(wei)∩TrK(wdj)|
|TrK(wei)∪TrK(wdj)|

. Note that
(TrK(wei) ∩ TrK(wdj)) denotes the set of top K search
results that containboth wei andwdj .

The top ranked co-occurrence of the editE with respect to
the document versionD is the minimum TrCoP over all the
edit-document keyword pairs.

TCoPK(E, D) = argmin
wei∈W (E),wdj∈W (D)

(TrCoPK(wei, wdj))

(3)



TABLE I: Wikipedia Domains and Sample Pages

No. Domain Name Sample Pages

1 Chemical Substance Acetic Acid, Folic Acid, Phosphorous pentachloride
2 Currency US Dollar, Canadian Dollar, Philippine Dollar, North Korean Won
3 Persons Barack Obama, Jimmy Carter, Golda Mier, George W. Bush, Albert Einstein
4 Places Canada, Costa Rica, India, Iran, United Kingdom
5 Programming Language Javascript, C, Logo, Ada, True basic
6 Sports Badminton, Tennis, National Rugby League, Golf

As with WWW co-occurrence probability, in order to
reduce computational overheads,W (D) can be limited to
the keywords in the title of the article and its introductory
paragraphs.

C. Vandalism Detection Algorithm

Our algorithm employs machine learning-based classifiers
for detecting vandalism. For each incoming edit, we extract
the keywords of the incoming edit and the keywords from
the existing version to construct W(E) and W(D) respectively.
We use a popular search engine to compute the WCoP and
TCop values. These values are fed into machine learning-based
classifiers that have been trained on known vandal and non-
vandal edit instances. The machine learning-based classifiers
determine whether the edit is vandalism.

In addition to WCoP/TCop, the machine language-based
classifiers utilize one additional feature, namely, whether the
edit involves inversion of statement meanings. This feature
has been considered by prior works on Wikipedia Vandalism
detection [2]. The reason for using thestatement inverse
feature is that previous studies have shown that a significant
fraction of vandal edits just invert the meaning of one or more
sentences by inserting or removing words and prefixes such
as “not”, “none”, “un-”, and “dis-”. However, these are very
common words and prefixes. Hence, they would not be part of
keyword sets. Thus, in order to identify these vandal edits,it
is necessary to consider statement inverse as a separate feature
for the machine learning-based classifiers.

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

In this section, we discuss the experiments we performed
to study the efficacy of content-context-centric vandalism
detection technique.

A. Data Set

For our experiments, we use the PAN Wikipedia vandal-
ism corpus 2010 (PAN-WVC-10). This corpus was compiled
by Potthast at Bauhas-Universitat Weimar [5]. The corpus
contains 32452 human-annotated edits on 28468 Wikipedia
articles. The corpus has been annotated using Amazon’s me-
chanical turk. Each edit has been annotated by at least three
humans. Based on these annotations, each edit is labeled either
as a “regular edit” or a “vandal edit”. PAN-WVC-10 and its
previous versions have been used as “gold standards” in several
previous wikipedia vandalism detection research projects[2].

Since our technique involves quantifying the content-
contexts of edits with respect to the corresponding articlever-
sions, we need the entire edit histories of article (including the

labels for each version). For this purpose, we fetched the entire
history of each article in the PAN-WVC-10. These additional
edits are unlabeled. These additional edits are labeled using the
automatic data instance labeler[2], which we briefly explain
below.

The automatic data instance labeler uses the revision his-
tory (specifically, the revert and rollback history) to label edits
as vandalism or regular edit. The automatic labeler marks a
version as vandalism if the following conditions are satisfied.
(1) It was contributed by an unregistered user;(2) the version
was reverted by a super user or a bot and(3) the revert
commentary on the article contains either of the following two
patterns:

• Sensitive keywords: (?i).*vandal.*—(?i)rvv—(?i)rvv
.*—(?i).* rvv .*—(?i).* rvv

• Signatures of anti-vandalism programs: (?i)Reverted
edits by .* to last version by .*

If an edit was contributed by a super user or if the version
was not reverted or if the comments for the version does not
contain the above patterns, then it is considered to be a regular
edit.

Wikipedia organizes articles into top-leveldomains. The
prevalence and nature of vandalism varies significantly across
domains. In our experimental evaluation, we study the efficacy
of the proposed techniques for 6 different domains, namely,
Chemical Substances, Currencies, Places, Persons, Program-
ming Languages and Sports. Sample pages from each domain
are listed in Table I. For each page, we select the 100 most
recent vandal versions and 100 most recent regular versions.

B. Experimental Setup

In our experimental study, we use the Bing search engine
(www.bing.com) for calculating the WWW co-occurrence-
probability and the top-ranked co-occurrence probability. We
calculate the top-ranked co-occurrence probability basedupon
the top 250 search results returned by the search engine. In
other words, in our experiments the configurable parameter
K (see Section III) is set to 250. We compare the WWW co-
occurrence-probability-based and the top-ranked co-occurrence
probability-based vandalism detection methods to a textual
classifier. This text-based classifier assigns vandalism likeli-
hoods for various keywords (using training data), which is then
used for edit classification.

We use the Weka machine learning toolkit for classifica-
tion. We have experimented with various classifiers including
Naive Bayes, AdaBoost, and C4.5 Decision Tree. We measure
precision, recall and F-1 measure of all three schemes (WWW
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Fig. 3: Comparison of WCoP, TCoP and Text Classification Performance on Various Wikipedia Domains

co-occurrence probability, top ranked co-occurrence probabil-
ity and the textual classifier).

C. Results

Fig. 3(a) through Fig. 3(f) indicate the average F1 scores
of the three vandalism detection techniques (WWW co-
occurrence probability, top-ranked co-occurrence probability
and text-based classification) for the six Wikipedia domains
with 3 different classifiers, namely, Naive Bayes, AdaBoost
and C4.5 Decision tree. WWW Co-occurrence probability
technique, top-ranked co-occurrence probability technique and
text-based technique are represented as “WCoP”, “TCoP” and
“TC” respectively. Each bar indicates the mean F1 score over
the pages considered for that domain.

From these results it can be seen that WCoP and TCoP
consistently outperform TC on all domains and on all classi-
fiers. For example, both WCoP and TCoP yield 6.5% higher
F1 scores when compared with TC on the “Sports” domain
with Naive Bayes classifier. Note that a large fraction of the
vandal edits in this data set are instances of regular vandalism
(involving additions of swear words, massive spamming, etc.).
For these cases, TC performs reasonably well. Thus the F1
measure of TC is also reasonably high. However, WCoP and
TCoP are successful in detecting sophisticated instances of
vandalism for which TC fails. In most cases, the F1 scores of
WCoP and TCoP are above 0.95.

In order to give better insight into the performance of
WCoP and TCoP, we plot the F1 score, precision and recall
for sample pages from two domains namely, “places” and
“programming languages”. These experiments were done using
the C4.5 Decision tree classifier with 10-fold cross validation.

Fig. 4(a), Fig. 4(b) and Fig. 4(c) respectively indicate theF1
score, precision and recall for three pages from the “places”
domain. Similarly, Fig. 5(a), Fig. 5(b) and Fig. 5(c) respec-
tively indicate the F1 score, precision and recall for two pages
from the “Programming Languages” domain. In most cases,
WCoP and TCoP yield higher precision values than TC, while
the recall values for the three schemes are quite comparable.
Thus, higher F1 scores are a direct result of better precision.

In summary, our experiments demonstrate that utilizing
content-centric context provides significant improvementin
vandalism detection accuracy.

V. RELATED WORK

Existing work on Wikipedia vandalism detection can be
broadly classified into two categories, namely, content-based
and behavior-based approaches. Both of these approaches use
either rule-based or machine learning-based classifiers inthe
background. Features that are typically used in content-based
approaches include edit types (such as complete or partial
blanking, inclusion of repetitive text) insertion of obscene
words, spammy words, or spammy URLs, inversion of state-
ment meanings, replacement of article titles and sub-titles,
and changing numbers in articles [6], [7], [8], [2]. Chin et
al. have used statistical language models have for vandalism
detection [9]. In a recent work, Wu et al. have proposed a text-
stability-based approach for identifying vandalism [2]. The
main idea here is to quantify the stabilities of various parts of
a Wikipedia article (in terms of number of versions, number
of views and amount of time since last modification), and use
them to predict the likelihood of these parts being modified
through legitimate edits.
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Fig. 4: F1, Precision and Recall of WCoP, TCoP and Text Classification on sample pages of “places” domain
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Fig. 5: F1, Precision and Recall of WCoP, TCoP and Text Classification on sample pages of “Programming Languages” domain

The behavior-based approach relies upon Wikipedia revi-
sion history to generate user behavior models which are later
used to classify edits [10], [11], [12]. Reputation-based tech-
niques form an important stream of work in this direction [13],
[14], [15]. Reputation based models implicitly assume that
users with good contribution histories will not indulge in
vandalism. However, reputation alone is not always a reliable
indicator of vandalism.

Spamming, while not being the sole motivation for van-
dalism, certainly contributes to a considerable portion ofit.
Researchers have proposed many spam resistance approaches,
including white and black lists, statistical filtering, network
analysis, and sender authentication, and coordinated real-time
spam filtering [16], [17], [18], [19], [20], [21]. However, the
anti-spam work does not completely address the vandalism
problem because while spam is mostly driven by financial
interests, vandalism can be generated by a variety of causes.

In summary, while there have been several works on
identifying vandalism in Wikipedia, very few of them consider
context. Our work is unique in the sense that we demonstrate
that content-context is a powerful feature for identifyingvan-
dalism.

VI. CONCLUSION

Vandalism is a growing problem for Wikipedia and other
collaborative social media applications. Vandalism detection

techniques that are based upon simple textual features havenot
been very effective in combating sophisticated vandal attacks.
In this paper, we have proposed a content-context-centric
approach for vandalism detection in Wikipedia. The main idea
is to measure the compatibility of the incoming edit’s content
with the context of the existing article. We have presented
two metrics, namely, WWW co-occurrence probability and top
ranked co-occurrence probability, to measure the compatibility
of the edit’s keywords with the keywords of the existing article.
The paper also provides efficient mechanisms for estimating
these metrics. These features are used in machine learning-
based classifiers. Our experiments on Wikipedia vandalism
PAN corpus have demonstrated that the content-context fea-
tures significantly improve vandalism detection accuracy when
compared with simple textual features.
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